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Progress Report

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Introduction

The activities of the high energy physics group at Ohio State University

in the past year were particularly intensive.

Our efforts which were committed to building two magnetic spectrometers

employing on-line techniques for particle detection, one at Fermilab and the

other at the ZGS, yielded copious amount of data.  The experiment; "Measure-

ment of the Neutron-Proton Charge Exchange Cross-Section for Incident Momenta

50-300 GeV/c" E-12(FERMILAB) completed data taking in the past December.  Approxi-

mately 20,000 np charge exchange events were collected and final data analysis  is

in progress.

In the past Fall, shortly after the discovery of   particles at SLAC and

BNL, modifications of the spectrometer used in the np charge exchange were con-

templated to adopt this instrument for a search for narrow high mass resonances

..    which-i.could.be.produced   with   the   neutro.n.beam...  ..A   proposal    for s.u.ch--a search   was.     .     .„..,    10.

submitted and approved as E-366(FERMILAB).  The necessary modifications of the

i·«i   ·apparatus.':. for thatxexperiment proceeded rapidly  and a preliminary run took place - ·;rei.i:liT

at.-the_end of- January. This experiment is now taking data and the analysis  is  in  .   ._._  _...

progress.

At the ZGS the experiment on high statistics study of w production, E-337,

- completed its data taking with the spectrometer built for·that purpose.  About

50,000 events of the type wp + wn, 10,000 of  -p + nn and 1,200 of 1-p + n'n were

accumulated.  Some preliminary results were obtained and presented at APS meet-

ings.  Another experiment to measure p-w interference with high statistical

accuracy with the same appartus was approved, (E-380) and preliminary data from a

relatively short run were obtained and analyzed. ·Finally, a search for higher-mass

L - --- -
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states which decay into charged and neutral particles was attempted with the
.

spectrometer.  A preliminary analysis of the data sample indicates that such an

experiment is feasible with this technique for mass search up to about 1.5 GeV.

Final analysis was completed of two experiments with the 6 GeV/c polarized

proton beam at the ZGS which were performed using the EMS.  In E-364 polarization

in the pp elastic scattering at small angles was measured.  The final data sample

contained 300,000 events.  The polarization parameters of inclusively produced

A's in +pp .+ AX were measured with a sample of 15,000 events. Results from

these experiments were presented at APS meeti ngs  and  have been submitted  for

publication.

The design and construction of the magnetic spectrometer to measure the

electron asymmetry from polarized EB decays at the ZGS, E-347, proceeded at a

high priority. We expect to have this spectrometer assembled in the Fall.  A

typical module of a novel design for the Cerenkov detectors in the experiment

has been- satisfactorily tested. Results were reported at an APS meeting and a                 -

publtication is in preparation. The "enriched" K- beam is now being built at

the ZGS and is expected to be completed in October.

Our -techni.cal support group is wel] versed in. the state-of-the art techniques .               -.._

for building large magnetostrictive wire chambers and multiwire proportional

 

chambers.  In th& past year we began an effort to develop techniques for build-

ing drift chambers for applitation in our spectrometers.  The machine and

electronics shops provided excellent support for our experiments.

At present our manpower is comprised of six Ph.D. physicists, one Ph.D.

graduate student whose work towards a Ph.D. degree is nearly finished, an elec-

tronics engineer, a programmer, a senior instrument designer, three mechanical

and one electronics techhicians and part-time students.  M. Shaevitz is near

'

completion of his dissertation which is based on the data from E-337.  E. Lulofs
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is working on drift chamber development which will lead to his Masters thesis.

H.R. Provolny completed his Masters project on the delay-line readout for pro-

portional chambers.  A new collaboration to exploit the capabilities of the w

spectrometer was formed with Professor P.M. Patel and his students from McGill

University.  Release time from teaching duty for one quarter to pursue research

in high energy physics was granted to the faculty on the project.  K. Reibel will·

spend his sabbatical at CERN where he plans to participate in the Genoa-Harvard-

MIT-Pisa Colloboration at the ISR.

T.A. Romanowski holds a joint appointment at OSU and ANL; spends 50% of his

time at ANL and supervises the OSU project.

The Physics Department at the Ohio State University, chaired by Professor

E.L.. Jossem, continues to provide strong support to our research.

;/

L
-
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A High Statistics Study of .w Production - E-337 (ZGS)

N.W. Reay, K. Reibel, M. Shaevitz, N. Stanton (01{IO STATE UNIV.); M.A. Abolins,
R. Sidwell (MICHIGAN STATE UNIV.); K.W. Edwards, G. Luxton (CARLETON UNIV.);
G. Luste, J. Martin, J. Prentice (UNIV. OF TORONTO)

ZGS experiment E-337 was designed to study production mechanism in

1T-p + wOn With high statistics.  The apparatus  Fig. 1. consists of a
4Ir+Tr-TrO

large-aperture magnetic spectrometer to detect the w+, 1- from wo decay and a

y detector which uses spark chambers and a large lead glass Cerenkov hodoscope

to detect both y's from the  0; The recoil neutron is not observed.

Highly successful data-taking runs at 6 GeV/c occurred in November, 1974

and January, 1975, and this phase of the experiment is complete.  Approximately

50,000 events of.1-p-+ Jh .were obtained.  .Data was taken. simultaneously .,... .-_
1. + -O
4 1r    lr.  Tr

for the reaction  -P+ n#+ -n, yielding about 1,200 events of  -p + n'(960)n.

Results based on events analyzed online (about 40% of the total) were presented

at the Anaheim and Washington APS meetings.  Offline analysis of the data is well

-       underWay,  with  60%  of the events reanalyzed'at-this wri-ti ng. Fig: 2: displays - ,...

the very-clean w and n peaks in the 1+*- 0 mass spectrum from thit datat

Fig. 3. shows the large narrow n'(960) peak in the niT+7T- spectrum.

The 50,000 events in the final data sample represents a 30-fold increase in.

statistics for this reaction over any previously-reported experiment.  With such

high statistics one can use the density matrix elements obtained from the w decay

distribution to project out the differential cross-sections for w's produced

with helicity 0, or 1 with either natural or unnatural parity exchange. Preliminary

data for these projected cross-sections from 28,000 analyzed events are shown in

Fig. 4. and Fig. 5.
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Some interesting features of the data are:

1) The helicity-one, natural parity cross-section p do/dt, presumably

arising from p exchange, dominates the cross-section.  It shows a very sharp

forward turnover by almost a factor of twenty.  This is strong evidence that

absorption effects (which would cause a forward peaking) are small.  On the

other hand, there js no hint of a dip at Itl=0.6 as would be predicted by a

naive Regge pole model.

2) The helicity-zero (unnatural parity) cross-section poo do/dt does not

turn over sharply in the forward direction.  Since the expected B-exchange

contribution, even with absorption, should show such a turnover, this is evidence

PG --+
for an exchange with quantum numbers J   =z  , corresponding to no known state.

»

Preliminary cross-sections for  r-p + nn and ·Ir-p + n·'n are shown in Fig.6. The

n data, in addition to having significantly better statistics than previous work

in this energy range, benefits from a better signal-to-background ratio and

improved t-resolution by virtue of looking at the  +  -wo (rather than the

yy)  decay mode. It shows  a more pronounced ,forward turnover than older...data,

indicating a· preference of the exchanged A  to couple more strongly to nucleon

helicity flip than was heretofore believed. ...        „

The n' data is by far the largest sample of the reaction in the intermediate

energy region.  The different cross-section shown here from (about 35% of our

events) is qualitatively similar to the n cross-section in shape but about a

factor of five smaller.

We estimate that analysis of the w, n and n' events, including checking out

sources of systematic error, should be completed during the summer, allowing

publication of this data in the fall.  The tapes may well contain other interesting

physics, which we have not yet tried to extract.  A partial list of possibilities

follows:
. -
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1)  Are there any hidden resonances in the 7T+7T-7T' mass spectrum in the

800-1100 Mev region?

2)  Is there a rare decay w +ny  among the final states nyn, nA'n, wyn,wAin?

3)  Are there D(1285) and E(1420) mesons in the final state  K+K-won?
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A High-Statistics Measurement   of  p -w Interference   in   lrN+,r +w-*    N      E-380    (ZGS)
.

N.W. Reay, K. Reibel, M. Shaevitz, I.R. Stanton (011IO STATE UNIV.); M.A. Abolins,
R.A. Sidwell (MICHIGAN STATE UNIV.); G. J. Luste, J.F. Martin, J.D. Prentice
(UNIV. OF TOROIITO); K.W. Edwards, D. Legacey (CARLETON UNIV.); P. Brockman,
P.M. Patel, C. Zanfino (MCGILL UNIVJ.

The  prospect of seeing p-w interference  in the (3,r)3 final state  for  the

first time had a large influence in the design of the spectrometer for E-337.

This interference experiment was proposed and approved as E-380 in September, 1974

and has already taken a substantial amount of data.

Rho-omega interference in the  + - final state, which has been seen in

many experiments in hadron, photon and colliding e+e- beams, shows up as a

distortion of the p line shape at the w mass.  According to the commonly-accepted

mixing theory, the physical p and w are not eigenstates of G parity but (because

of the electromaghatic interaction)-each contains·a small admixture of the- wrong       -

G-pari ty.     One  thus  sees a small amount  of  w-4-  27T  as a result  of the mixing  of. the

decay amplitudes.

In the  +1- 0 final state the dominant interference phenomenon should arise

from mixing of production (rather th-an decay) amplitudes, allowing a small

admixture of p-production mechanisms in w production.  The effect is a t-dependent

difference in the projected cross-section pij do/dt which is strongest for those

momentum transfers and helicity states where p-production is large.  The whole

w peak should experience the effect, which should have opposite sign for  -p + won

and *+n + wop, i.e. one would see a violation of charge symmetry.  The experiment

thus consists of making an accurate comparison of the two reactions with the same

apparatus using a deuterium target.

One week of the January running period and three weeks'in May were used f
or
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taking data for E-380 .  No major changes to the spectrometer from E-337 were nec-
.

essary for that experiment except to fill the target with deuterium and alter

the event trigger logic.  A beam momentum of 6 GeV/c was used to allow compari-

son with the large *-p data sample of E-337.  Approximately 8,000 events of

,+d + wp(Ps) and 6,000 events of ,-d + wn(ns) were collected.

Fig. 7 shows very preliminary data from the January run (about 1/4 of our              

total sample) in which poo da/dt from  +d + WP(Ps ) is compared with  -p data

from E-337.  One expects the strongest violation of charge symmetry in this pro-

jection for Itl < 0.2, with a positive enhancement for 1+n over w-p.  Although

the preliminary data show that the effect will not be a large one, it is cer-

tainly consistent with this prediction.
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Search for Higher-Mass States Decaying into Charged and Neutral Particles.(ZGS)

N.W. Reay, K. Reibel, M. Shaevitz, N.R. Stanton (OHIO STATE UNIV.): M.A. Abolins,
R.A. Sidwell (MICHIGAN STATE UNIV.); G.J. Luste, J.F. Martin, J.D. Prentice
(UNIV. OF TORONTO); K.W. Edwards, D. Legacey (CARLETON  UNIV.); P. Brockman,
P.M. Patel, C. Zanfino (MCGILL UNIV.).

The final week of the May running period at the ZGS was devoted to studying

the feasability of using the E-337 spectrometer to look for higher-mass

+        t*
resonances in w lr-1,0, 41 1, w Tr-wOTro final states. A w-beam of 8.5 GeV/c (the

highest practical momentum) was used to greatly increase the acceptance of the

spectrometer for higher masses.  Obvious candidates for such a search are the

missing or marginally-established states of the quark model such as the neutral

Al, H, D and E, and the "quarkless" meson 0 proposed by Freund and Nambu.

Preliminary results of the run are encouraging; Fig. 8. shows on line-analyzed

results equivalent to 2 1/2 days of running obtaining an order-of-magnitude

increase in sensitivity over existing data should not be difficult, and it appears

-     likely' that such an experiment will.be..proposed. by-us. thi:.5  3umm.er....iTDP.., ata  from..

the test run will provide a useful guide to any necessary modifications of the

spectrometer.
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"A Measurement of the Neutron-Proton Charge Exchange

Cross Section Between 40 and 300 GeV/c." Experiment 12 FERMILAB

H.R. Barton, Jr., N.W. Reay, K. Reibel, M. Shaevitz, N.R. Stanton (OHIO
STATE UNIV.); 11.A. Abolins,  P.  Bri ndza, B. Dodge, J.A.J. Matthews, R.Sidwell
MICHIGAN STATE UNIV.); K.W. Edwards, G. Luxton (CARLETON UNIV.); P. Kitching
(UNIV. OF ALBERTA).

In this experiment, a 6road band neutron beam with momenta 40 - 300 GeV/c

was projected at hydrogen target located in the M3 beam, Meson Detector Building

at FERMILAB.  Fast forward protons were detected using a magnetic spectrometer

and recoil neutrons with two large banks of plastic scintillator counters.  The

experimental layout is shown in Fig. 9.

About 20,000 events were collected for four-momentum transfers between 0.002

and 0.7 (GeV/c)2; the data are now undergoing final analysis

A short run using the University of Michigan calorimeter is planned this

summer in  order to calibrate the neutron beam flux.  The slope of the beam

spectrum was measured independently by the University of Michigan group using a

-    . . _ . .  ca:lorimetep.:arid -a.lso by Rochester_ze.. Northwestern_ group    from.  coul omb_ .p.roduce.d... 8'.s.... 3 U:,. -„,

The results from both of these methods agree to within 10% across the detected

: c . : u· momentumurainge;uand-_therefore  we:, will:·,not attempt to calibrate  the: beam  via .the  ..'-  ,-C: i lul.:.t

forward np elastic scattering as. it was.originally.planned.

The theoretical interest in our np charge exchange data at high energies

persists.  This experiment will provide an important test of the present

theoretical understanding of nucleon-nucleon interactions at these energies.

The theoretical status of that subject has been summarized by Diu and Leader

in their theoretical preprint "Neutron-Proton Charge Exchange at High Energies -

A Crucial Reaction" as follows:

"The shape of the np+pn da/dt is extraordinarily independent of energy through-

out the range 1.5<p <25.GeV/c, despite the expected competition between Tr-exchange
LAB

with its associated background and p, A2 exchange.  Our analysis of this situation
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predicts a radical change beyond P  = 40 GeV/c if our standard ideas about parti-LAB

cle exchange are at all meaningful.  We also show that the significant difference

found at FNAL between the pp and pn total cross-sections, which probably indicates

a breakdown of Regge asymptotics, will strongly influence the np+pn reaction.

Measurements of high energy np Charge Exchange will therefore provide a crucial

test for current theoretical ideas. "

The preliminary results obtained to date show a sharp forward peak at small

momentum transfers similar to·that found at low energies, but the (PJ-) 2 energy
LAB

dependence of the earlier date appear to approach (F-1-) variation above 100 Gev.
LAB

The data analysis, together with a significant amount of phenomenological

analysis should be complete by the end of calendar 1975.  It will be possible

at that time to place bounds on the difference between np and pp total cross

sections using the optical theorem:

T   2
- t· (np-+pn,09) J T67r 1(.hc)2(a PP --a np ) .
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"A Search for Narrow High Mass Resonances Usinga Mass Focusing Spectrometer"

Experiment 366 FERMILAB

K.W. Edwards, G. Luxton (CARLETON UNIVJ, M.A. Abolins, B. Dodge, J.A. J. Matthews,
R.A. Sidwell (MICHGAN STATE UNIV.), H.R. Barton, Jr., N.W. Reay, K. Reibel,
N.R. Stanton (OHIO STATE UNIV.).

During the past year a unique opportunity has been afforded the CU-MSU-OSU

collaboration.  In November 1974 the joint SLAC-BNL discovery of j and j'

mesons heralded a new era of high mass spectroscopy.  The possibility that these

new.particles  fit into multiplets predicted by. higher symmetries  such  as  SU(4)

gave strong impetus to searches for missing members.

The final run of np charge exchange Experiment 12 ended December 2, 1974;

- ':: „  ti:Modifications  -of: the   spectrometer':used.'in..that .experiment:we:ne- proposed  whj·ch:  332-.:i-:R:.r:S ·rt,·...r:.
. ,.-.....

would allow for a quick and suitable conversion of the apparatus for the search

of harrow high mass resonances.  The experiment was approved and equipment readied

for a preliminary run at the end of January.  The new spectrometer configuration

is shown in Fig. 10.

This new spectrometer searches for two body decays of inclusively produced

particles using a technique usually associated with neutral kaon experiments:

: ·Consider. a massive particle decaying at.900 ·in its· cms into·two 1jght par'ti-  ·.  .... t.

-     cles, as shown in Fig. 11.  The sideward momenta of the particles from the decay

are 6. = 11 for each, where M is the mass of the original particle (with units
2

ii= c =1).

Now, particles passing through a magnetic field with a given f Bdl will

recei ve a perpendicular momentum impulse  = (constant)x  f  Bdl.    It  is  then

possible to set the magnet to make the trajectories of the "daughter" particles

parrallel as shown in the above figure.

..
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Referring to the layout shown in Fig. 10, arrays of hodoscopes (Hl, H2)

demand two parallel tracks, the split threshold Cerenkov counter discriminates

between p, #, Ki, and Ht on each side of the beam line separately.  A count in

the hodoscope H3 downstream of 10 ft. of steel defines a muon.  The trajectories

are measured using a proportional chamber - spark chamber system with high

redundancy and several U-V planes to resolve multiple track X-Y ambiguities.

Since the only anticoincidence in the trigger downstream of the target is

a single side of the Cerenkov counter, there is negligible bias in selecting any

particle production mechanism or associated multiplicity.  The experiment covers

the momentum range  of 0<11 <1-2(GeV/c)  and  X  =  (P
parallel/P

) between

parallel max
0.15 and 1.0.

Data have been taken in the "K- + mode for 1.9 <M< 3.5 Gev, in the pp mode

for 2.5 <M< 4.5 Gev, and is the dimuon mode for 2.5 <M< 4.5 Gev. Events with

the 6 mass of 3105 Mev were observed in the dimuon mode.  Analysis is now in

progress preliminary results based'on a small fraction of our 'data 'sample are='·

shown  in  Fig. 12 and:Fig. 13. Studies. are.now underway to determine  feosibility

of other particle triggers, both for new particle searches and for measurements

of more conventional processes.
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Measurement of the Polarization of Inclusively Produced A's by a

Polarized Proton Beam E-336-(ZGS)

A. Lesnik, D.M. Schwartz (OHIO STATE UNIV.); T.A. Romanowski
(ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY AND OHIO STATE UNIV.); T.M. Knasel,
E.C. Swallow, R. Winston (UNIV. OF CHICAGO); I. Ambats, C. Ward,
E. Hayes, T. Meyer (ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY)

We have measured the polarization (P + P'), analyzing power (P - P')

and depolarization parameter D for inclusively produced A's in the reaction

pp +AX   with 6 GeV/c.polarized proton beam from the ZGS.(1   The spin effects

in the observed inclusive process
J

spin 4 + unpolarized + spin i + anything
(polarized) (analyzed)

(3)can be expressed by generalization (2) of the Wolfenstein spin rotation

parameters.

In the elastic case the polarization arises in the scattering of unpolar-

ized protons: analyzing power is measured.by left-right asymmetry in the

scattering of transversely polarized protohs.

(4)...In. i.n.elastic_processes, like inclusive A production , tbe po.1.arj Zation     ... .. -... ,

and analyzing power do  not  have  to be equal. Differences between polariza-     : 7-- --

.  tien: and. ana-lyz,i ng, power have been- previous]y observed only i.n:..low. energy.,   :5.,c,·¥:-:     -,-  ;   ,-

,nuclear reactions. (5)

The experiment was performed at the Argonne National Laboratory Zero

Gradient Synchrotron using the Effective Mass Spectrometer. (6  Fig. 14. shows

a plan view of the experimental apparatus.  Two multiwire proportional chambers

were incorporated into the trigger logic and used as multiplicity sensing

hodoscopes; the requirement was that there be two more charged particles at PWC2

than at PWC1.  This requirement enhanced the component in the data of forward

produced Ao's, decaying downstream of the 20 cm liquid hydrogen target, and

between the proportional chambers (Fig. 14).  Chamber sizes were chosen to

minimize any bias which would depend on event multiplicity.  We also required at

A
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least two particles in the counter hodoscope behind the spectrometer magnet..

Non-interacting beam particles were suppressed by a small veto counter just be-

hind this hodoscope.  Thus our trigger was

Trigger = Beam   Beam Veto · PWC(b >2) ' H(>2)

In the data analysis, the pw invariant mass was calculated for all plus-

minus charge combinations (Fig. 15 - solid curve).  Cuts on the quality and

position of the production and decay Vertices reduced the background under the

Ao mass peak to less than 1% (Fig. 15 - dashed curve).  The surviving data

sample used for the determination of the polarization parameters constituted

15281 AO events.

To extract the parameters (P + P') and D from the data we made use of the

(7)
spin self-analyzing properties of Ao hyperons and the method of Ohlsen.

This method allows for cancellation of all terms containing beam intensity, large

density, geometric efficiency and production cross section and therefore eliminates

possible -geometric asymmetries ih. the.detection apparatus which could introduce  

-"fal:stellu-poiler.izat-ion. Systematicrchecks.of-the..spectrometer.were_performed.by- -22;   0

comparing data taken with reversed magnet polarity and by measuring the asymmetry

"-: -   din gth:et protainee,ve:nas along with,the,Ao.v data a.nd„used these  to  monitor: the-.beam:.. , , 2- .-CU-

polarization in the experiment..

Our results for the polarization (P + P'), the analyzing power (P - P') and

the depolarization parameter D are shown in Figure 16(a), 16(b), and 16(c)

respectively. The abscissa is ·the Feynman scaling variable X. Strikihg effects       - .

are seen in all three parameters for X greater than 0.8, and we particularly

point out the difference between (P + P') and (P - P') at large X.  Similar

differences are present when the data is viewed as a function of different

kinematic variables, (e.g., missing mass squared, transverse momentum squared).
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The behavior of parameters for X>0.8. can be qualitatively understood

in terms of t-channel exchange properties of the production amplitudes.  The

fact that P' is not zero and D negative implies that unnatural parity exchange

contributions are large. However, P is also finite, and D is certainly not-1,
(4)

indicating that natural parity contributions are not entirely negligible.

The spin parameter R which is the component of A polarization transverse

to the momentum of the A' and the helicity parameter the A polarization com-

ponent along the momentum of the A can also be determined from our data.  The

analysis of these parameters is in progress.
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Polarization in PP Elastic Scattering At Small Angles E-364 (ZGS)

A. Lesnik and D. Schwartz (OHIO STATE UNIV.); E.C. Swallow
(UNIV. OF CHICAGO); I. Ambats, D.S. Ayres, R. Diebold, S.L. Kramer,       :
W.T. Meyer, A.J. Pawlicki, C.E.W. Ward, and A.B. Wicklund (ARGONNE
NATIONAL LABORATORY); and D.R. Rust, R.R. Crittenden, R.M. Heinz, and
H.A. Neal (UNIV. OF INDIANA)

In this experiment the polarization parameter P (analyzing power) has

been measured in proton-proton elastic scattering near 6 Gev/c at small

momentum transfer -t<0.1 Gev2.   This range of -t was previously inaccessible

with polarized targets as sources of polarized protons and the availa-(1-2)

bility of the polarized proton beam(3  at the ZGS made these measurements

possible.

The Argonne Effective Mass Spectrometer (EMS) was used for this experitent. (4)

A beam of transversely polarized 6 Gev/c protons was incident on a 50 cm liquid

hydrogen target. -The magnitude. of the polarization was typically 56%.. Ihe

mean resolution in -t was +0.006 Gev

Denoting the beam polarization by P , the_left-right scattering asymmetry
B

is given by

NL(t) - NR(t) .      '   '   60

a(t) = P P(t).= K . ,             . .                       (1)

B        NL(t) + NR(t).
.-

where NL and NR are the numbers of left and right scatters respectively,and K

is a constant determined by the range of azimuthal angles accepted.

The asymmetries measured for the two signs of beam polarization were

averaged to remove time-independent instrumental biases.(5)

The final results for P(t), determined from 3 x 105 pp elastic scatters

at 6 Gev/c, are shown in Fig. 17.  The indicated errori are purely statistical.

There   is, in addition,  .a sys tematic scale uncertainty of +7% in all values of

P(t) due to the uncertainty in the beam polarization as discussed above.  Other

sources of systematic error are not expected to contribute significantly.
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Our results (solid circles) combined with those of Ref. 1 (open triangles)
.

are well fit (X2 = 17 for 22 degrees of freedom) by the empirical formula

P(t) = (0.506 + 0.021) (-t)4exp [(2.52 + 0.18)t] (2) .

over the interval -t = 0.02 to 0.5 Gev2, as shown by the curve in Fig. 17.

daThe polarization P, cross section 2[T ' the amplitudes N,N  and N2 all with0   1

natural-parity exchange in the t channel can be related as follows (6)

Pda  =  2  Im  (NO  -  N2 )*Nl 'dt

(7)Using the non-flip amplitude
NO

determined in a previous experiment wi th

the same apparatus, and the measured polarization in this experiment an

estimate can be made of the component of single-flip amplitude orthogonal

to -N  i.n .the.complex plane (N .).  This ratio..IN /N I = p. is, approximate.ly.11                 11  0

6% in the region of -t = 0.06 - 0.5 Gev.
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Measurement of the Electron Asymmetry in Polanization I-+nel Decay E-347 (ZGS)

A.  Lesnik (OHIO STATE UNIV. ), T.A. Romanowski (ARGONNE NATIONAL
LABORATORY AND OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY), W. Keig, E.C. Swallow, R. Winston
(UNIV. OF CHICAGO), I. Ambats, E. Hayes, C. Ward, J.M. Watson
<ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY)

The observed decay rates and electron-neutrino correlations for strange-

ness changing hyperon beta decays are predicted well by the Cabibbo model

based on the SU(3) symmetry. However the momenta correlations of particles(1 )

from these decays and the hyperon spin provide a more sensitive and detailed

test for that model.  The.existing data on these pseudoscalar quantities show

poor agreement -wi'th -the theoreti.cal predictions.:(.2)

The experiments on the EB decays can be divided into two kinds.  In the first

kind the unpolarized E- are produced and the scalar quantities are measured, i.e.,

the beta decay rate and the electron-neutrino correlation.  From these measure-

ments only magnitude  of  the form factor ratio   Ig  /f   I   can be determi ned.    The
1  1

sign of that rati.0..could be obtained:from.a precise knowledge of the electron

spectrum which would require an event sample with high statistics and detailed

knowledge of experimental biases.

The second.kind of experiment is performed with polarized I- where the

pseudoscalar correlation, the electron asymmetry with respect to the E- spin

is measured.  From these data both the magnitude and sign of form factors 91/fl

can be obtained.  The ratios evaluated from both kinds of experiments are shown

in Table I.

A measurement of the electron correlation A  with the E- spin will provide
e

a crucial test for the Cabibbo theory which predicts a negative form factor ratio

91/fl (Fig. 18) for this decay. The likelihood method of analysis of the data

from the electron asymmetry A  gives the "preferred" value for
e
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g /f = + .428 k .034 as compared to the Cabibbo's prediction of 91/f1 = -0.33.
11

In this experiment we will measure the electron up-down asymmetry A  with
+

respect  to E- spin for polarized E- produced in the reaction K-p + E-,T  by

K- beam of 430 Mev/c.

The average polarization of E- calculated for this reaction is .6, and that

the form .factor ratio  in EB decay  can be determi ned  to  t0.04 with 1000 events

since A is most sensitive in the vicinity of Cabibbo value.
e

A schematic drawing of the apparatus is shown in Fig.19.  An enriched K-

beam is incident on a 15"
LH2

target.  The K- is tagged with beam Cerenkov

time of flight and dE/dX counters.  The LH2 target is positioned inside a

wide gap magnet (a modified SCM 101) and surrounded on both sides and in front

by multiwire proportional chambers, wire chambers and segmented Cerenkov counters.

The pions from the production reaction K-P+E-Tr  and the electrons from the

E-+neQ decays are detected by the chambers and scintillation counters and their

momenta-measured in this magnetic spectrometer., .The electron.is identified by

*' segin intelli fjh-s -·Cerekov counters fi-1-1 ed·-with. Freon 12 at-atmospheric:.spress.ur:ew.and..     .   4.:.:,.„su

subtend a relatively large solid angle   (AJL 2 30%).

..„    ; i- - :I i i-  HAutrigger  for' the EB event is  then:'.'·,a-Kr·into·.the  li·quid.hydnogen. targe,ti,y o.   v::  i,qui

two charged particles emerging from the target, one "fast" with B n,1 and the

other "slow" with B #.8. The primary background in this experiment will come

from reaction I-+ nA-, also the electrons from y ray conversions may contribute.

Calculations indicate that the Cerenkov counters, kinematic cuts and               ... -

particle multiplicity requirement in the trigger will suppress the unwanted

events  to an acceptable  1 evel . The E-+ntr-  and E++pwo decay modes  wi 11 serve

as a check of E- polarization and will be useful for understanding of the

systematics of the spectrometer.  In the estimates of the event rate we assumed

a beam intensity of 5 x 103 K-/pulse  incident on the
LH2

target, reqoired that
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E- travel a minimum distance of 0.5 cm for event identification, and used 10%
.

for the combined solid angle for detection of both the pion and electron cal-

culated by a Monte Carlo  simulation.  The obtained re event rate with the above

mentioned assumptions is 29 .IB / shift at 900 ZGS pulses/hour.  A 100 shift

experiment should yield about 2500 events useful for the electron asymmetry.

In the past year the major detection systems in the SCM 101 magnetic

spectrometers were designed and about 80% of the necessary equipment has been

built and tested. A "typical" cell containing a light collector for the modular

Cerenkov counter identifying the electron from E decays has been successfully

tested with particles. Electrons passihg the cell within the 130 acceptance

angle generate 7-10 photoelectrons which is more than adequate to insure

detection efficiency of better than 99%. The .support structure  for tlie counters

has been designed and procured.  Routine production of cells is in progress.

About 80% of necessary spark chambers both multiwire proportional and magneto-

stridtive have'been constructed. High voltage and readout systems have been

procured and tested. The liquid hydrggen.target is operational. The CAMAC

hardware system and the systems software  for  the  PDP15  onl i ne  sys tem  has   been

developed and tested.  The K- "enriched" beam is now in the construction stages

and we expect to be able to investigate its properties with particles in coming

October.  Our aim is to complete the installation of the spectrometer before

October and start preliminary data taking at the end of that month.

6.
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TABLE I

Summary of E-+ne-v Experiments

EXPERIMENT EVENTS |91/fll
gl/fl

Maryland (A  )3                     49     0.23 + 0.16
ev

+0.26
Heidelberg (A  )4                    33      0.37-0.19.

ev

Columbia-Stony Brook (Aev)5          36      0.29+0.28-0.29

Yale-NAL_BNL (A )6 3507 0.435 + 0.035
ev

Berkeley (Ae)8                       61                        -0.19-0220
+0-17

Yale-BNL-U:  of Mass.  (Ae) 7 . 63                        +0.33+Q·85-U.39

British Collaboration (Ae)     '                                      --.52
8         43                        +0.40+1.5

Cabibbo Model 0.33 -0.33
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Computer Systems For On Line Data Acquistion

H.R. Barton, Jr., H. Dyke, J. Heimaster, D. Larsen, A. Lesnik, N.R. Stanton

In the past year the computing efforts at Ohio State University were

concentrated.on data reduction from the experiments:  E-336, E-337 and E-380.

The data were processed on the OSU's 370/165 system as well as with the SPC-16

and   PDP-15  sys tems.

Substantial improvements were made on the systems software and hardware

for the SPC-16 which is an online facility for E-337 and E-380 as well as for

PDP-15 which will be attached to E-347 EB magnetic spectrometer.  The online

PDP-11 system·at FERMILAB which handles the Experiment 366 has also been improved

.:   -  s'.'·:u iall:owtngsfor reconstruction  :and: p-attern.  recognition.-of .-twor.prong ·.events  ..in  -r:eal-,·.-:,r- ·u,·c  ·:,::·c

time. Online program for kinematic calculations has also been developed.

I.  PDP-15

This computer is being readied to take data for E-347 at ANL, while

continuing to operate in Columbus as a job shop computer and as an equip-

ment·tes,t·site for E-347..hardware.    Duri ng  the  past year a number of developments :.-:·.-    ........„

were made:

. ...1-·--.'1 ) ..Interactive graphics capability has. been added to our existing ::..  .:·:;:t...:._ss  .1#. 231

sys tem. This involved the installation   of a "refresh"   CRT   as

output device, a track ball as input device, and new features in

the display processor to provide intensity control and selective

"blink".

23  A numeric display unit has been added to the PDP-15, allowing

convenient and rapid display of program-generated values as

digit groups.  This is an operational and debugging aid for both

online and offline software.

3)  The "overlay" mechanism of the PDP-15 opbrating system has been

improved and is now running an order of magnitude faster
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than that provided by DEC.

4)  The basic online software for E-347 has been coded and debugged.

This software operates data acquisition gear (via CAMAC), writes

data tapes, and provides user control fo the experiment.  Improve-

ments were made in the CAMAC driver and in the Fortran library to

economize time and space.

5)  Device test programs have been written for spark chambers and

proportional chambers; these programs are expected to form the

nucleus of an equipment checking and maintenance system for E-347.

63  A new magnetic tape read utility was developed to circumvent

various magnetic tape reading problems and is now the standard

tape utility.

II. SPC-16

This computer, presently at ANL, has taken data for E-337 and E-380

during the past year, and has been used- in the red,uction of that,data.   Soft-

ware, ·devel opment  -for this: machine »·has   .bee.n    largely    restricted ,.,to:.j:ncrementA 1-1-

library improvements; considerable effort was also expanded in degugging

a numberiof':hardware problems, andzinctuning·.both. on- · ·andl.offli.ne.,software.;.,-.,..,   . .   .,;

Two major projects were undertaken:

1)  The CAMAC software was considerably accelerated in an extensive

rewrite, reducing experimental deadtime and freeing machine resources.

2)    An  improved  "core  load  builder" was procured from another SPC-16  user,

modified, and installed.  This has substantially reduced the time

required to test a large overlay program (e.g., our online system)

and has thus accelerated software development.
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III. PDP-11
.

The hardware and software for this system, which is used in the experi-

ment 366 at the FERMILAB, has been considerably improved in the past year.

A 1.2 million word disk was acquired in order to gain external storage which

enhances physics analysis capabilities  of the real-time  sys tem.

The features of the "new" online software are as follows:

1)  It has the capability of recording 60,000 words of data during each

1 second burst of accelerated protons.  This amount of data is 21

times the memory size of our machine and represents the maximum

capability of the system's computer hardware.

2)  It does pattern recognition of events produced in our spectrometer.

3)  It contains an event reconstruction prOgram.

4)  It does kinematic calculations such as the dimuon effective masses, etc.

5)  It makes separate files of the raw data and a selected sample of data

with high physics interest.

Some effort was spend in using and adopting a newly developed spectrometer

* executive' program'SPEX for the ,spe'ctrometer used in the Experiment 366.       ··       rs· -·.·,-»-

IV. Miscellaneous

Several miscellaneous projects were undertaken in support of our-various  -

efforts:

1)  A number of utility programs were installed on the OSU 370, such as

the FERMILAB version of NVERTX.  Time was contributed to the joint

development of a number of general utility programs (e.g., file backup

services) on this system. A powerful Fortran "profiler" system was

acquired from the World Bank, modified, and installed; it is in use now

both at OSU and on the ANL 360/40.
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2)  A system to develop microprocessor-based controllers is being

designed, using a cross assembler on the OSU 370 and a modified

timesharing terminal to program PROM chips for dedicated control

functions.

3)  A common software base of utility programs and library modules

has been installed on the OSU 370, the ANL 370, and the ANL

360/40.  These have greatly facilitated software efforts.

4)  A new magnetic tape read utility was developed to circumvent vari-

ous tape reading problems.

5)  Convenient transportable software formats were developed and tested

at a variety of collaborators' sites to determine ease and cost of

data reduction from E-336 and E-337. Individual routines to avoid

computer or system incompatibilities were devised, and some software

tuning for each system was undertaken.

A
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Instrument Development
.

J. Fitch, C.J. Rush, J. Heimaster, D. Keithly, D. O'Hara, J. Rogers

In the past year this group provided a variety of particle detectors

and associated hardware for experiments at FERMILAB and the ZGS.  At FERMILAB

additional modules for multiwire proportional chambers were installed in the

np charge exchange Experiment 12.  Mounts for hydrogen target and wire spark

chambers were also built for that effort.  For the FNAL Experiment-366 on

particle search, hardware for a 14 element scintillation hodoscope was machined.

In addition flanges and windows for a Cerenkov counter in that experiment were

procured.

Major detection systems  for E-347 the.EB..exp.eriment.·at the .ZGS.are:

12 large plain and 5 U shape magnetostrictive wire chambers and 5 multiwire

proportional chambers.  These detectors were designed and are in construction

stages at OSU.  The support structure for the remaining major system comprised

''    of modular' Cerenkov counters and s·ci'nti-1-1 ati-o'n hodoscopes -was also-procured: 6-· ·· ..........

The necessary electronics apparatus to Operate magnetostrictive chambers

and multiwire proportional chambers was also designed and built.  The high

volta06-distri6ution system to supply about 250 phototubes was constructed.

Several CAMAC modules were developed for the E-347 experiment: the event

counter which preserves scaler counts in case of power failure, a data "filter"

which discards superfluous data and reduces the number of words per event thus

saving the time in software filtering.  NIM and omnilogic modules were built

with particular requirements for the event trigger in the E-347 experiment.

A 
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Drift Chamber Development

P. Clymer, J. Fitch, E. Lulofs, N.W. Reay

Drift chambers are now used routinely in experiments where high data

collection rates and good spatial resolutions are required.  During the  past

year a modest developmental program of that technique was undertaken.  Two

A ft. x b ft. drift chambers were constructed and tested. Reasonable pulse

heights and drift times were obtained.  Design for a 1 m2 drift chamber for

use in our spectrometer system is in progress.  The design parameters are:

repetition rate 300/sec, memory time less than 0.5 u second, track efficiency

better than 98%, track and spatial resolution about 250 microns FWHM.
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Publications and Reports, Experimental

Experimental Study of the Reaction *-p + AK'  at Beam Momenta Between 930 
and

1130 Mev/c - T.M. Knasel, J. Lindquist, B. Nelson, R.L. Sumner, E.C.
 Swallow,

R. Winston, D.M. Wolfe (UNIV CHIC.); P.R. Phillips (WASH. UNIV); K. Reibe
l,

D.M. Schwartz, A.J. Stevens (0SU); T.A. Romanowski (ANL & OSU); J.M. Wats
on

(ANL)- Phys. Rev. D, 11, 1, 1975. (COO-1545-143)

Measurement of the Polarization Parameter in Small Angle Proton-P
roton Elastic

Scattering at 6 GeV/c - D.R. Rust, R.R. Crittenden, R.M. Heinz, H
.A. Neal

(IND. Univ.); I. Ambats, D.S. Ayres, R. Diebold, R.J. Jost, S.L. Kramer,

W.T. Meyer, A.J. Pawlicki, C.E.W. Ward, A.B. Wicklund (ANL); A. Lesn
ik,

D.M. Schwartz (0SU); E.C. Swallow (UNIV. CHIC.)  Submitted to Physics Lett
ers

(COO-1545-158).

Observation of a Difference Between Polarization and Analyzing Power in A'

Production with 6 GeV/c Polarized Protons - A. Lesnik, D.M. Schwartz(OSU);

I. Ambats, E. Hayes, W.T. Meyer, C.E. W. Ward (ANL); T.M. Knasel, E.C. Swallow,

R.  Winston  (UNIV.  CHIC.); T.A. Romanowski   (ANL  &  OSU) - Submitted  to  Phys.
Rev. Letters - (COO-1545-160)

A High Statistics Measurement of p-w Interference in·TrN + lr+Tr"·ITIN - H.R.-Barton,Jr.;,     ;
N.W. Reay, K. Reibel, M. Shaevitz, N.R. Stanton (0SU); M.A.

 Abolins,

J.A.J. Matthews, A. Luxton (CARLE. UNIV.) - ZGS Experimental Propos
al

(000-1545-146)

Study of Heavy, Narrow Mesons Using a Mass-Focusing Spectrometer - H.R. B
arton,Jr.

'N'.'W:' Reay, K. Reibel, M. Shaevitz and N.R. Stanton · (OSU) ; M.A... Abolins,  . ,. .., I

P':"BM Tidza,   J.A.J.   Matthews,'  R·:A.-  Sidwell    (MSU);   -K.W:   ·Edwards..and   .., . .  ., ....            .,    .  ...       ,  I'll:

G.-.Luxton (CARLE. UNIV.); I. Ambats and C.E.W. Ward (ANL) - FERMILAB

Experimental Proposal (COO-1545-148)

Measurement of Spin Rotation Parameters in Ao Production at 1
2 GeV/c Using the

; .#.Polarized Proton  Beam  and the Effective Mass Spectrometer  - I. Ambats,

,, E. Hayes, C.E. W. Ward (ANL) ; W.. Keig, D. Park, E.C. Swal·low; R. -Winston 9,4 1

(UNIV. CHIC.); A. Lesnik (OSU); T.A. Romanowski (ANL & OSU) - ZGS Proposal·.,-

(COO-1545-161)

Progess Report - June 1975 - T.A. Romanowski (COO-1
545-162)
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Presentations

A.  Ambats,  et  al  - "A Design  for a Cerenkov Counter wi th Large Phase Space
Acceptance" - Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., Series 11, V. 20 #4, 1975.

A. Lesnik, et al - "Measurement of Polarization Parameters of Lambda Hyperons
Produced with a Beam of Polarized Protons" - Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., Series II,
V. 20 #4, 1975.

M. Shaevitz, et al - "High Statistics Study 1-p + won at 6 GeV/c" - Bull. Am.
Phys..Soc. Series II, V. 20 #1, 1975.

M.  Shaevi tz,  et  al - "Results  From a High-Statistics Study  of  1-p  + won  at
6 GeV/c" Bu·11. Am. Phys. Soc. II, V. 20 #4, 1975.

N.W. Reay - "Think Small (Searching for new elementary particles)" - to High
School Juniors and Seniors attending the Ohio State University College of Math
and Physics Sciences on Science Day, March 19, 1975.

K. Reibel - "Recent Developments in High Energy Physics" - Northern Illinois
University, April 4, 1975.

T.A.  Romanowski - "Spectrometer wi th Large Acceptance  and Good Vertex Resolution
to Study B Decays of Hyperons" - ZGS Summer Workshop on Spectrometers, June 1974.

T.A. Romanowski - "Polarized A Beam" - ZGS Summer Study on High Energy Physics
with Polarized Proton Beam, July 1974.

T-. A.-' -Roinanows ki - "Taking the Protoii Apart" , Loydla'University; Chicago; Illinbis,
March. 19.75.

T.A."Romhnowski - "Experimental High Energy Physics-New Results"   -   Case   Wes tern
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, April, 1975.

M..Shaevitz - "Results From a High-Statistics Study of 1-p + won at..6.GeV/c"--.
Seminhrs presented at Caltech, SLAC, University of Illinois and University-of
Rochester, Spring 1975.

N. Stanton - "A High Statistics Study of wo Production" - Presented at University
of Michigan (Ann Arbor) on March 17, 1975; High Energy Physics Seminar, Argonne
National Laboratory, April 4, 1975.; ANL Users Meeting on April 4, 1975.

\
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Duri ng the present contract year (October  1,  1974 - present) main topic  of
.

investigation have been on symmetry considerations and dynamical calculations.

Under the former category are SU(4) symmetry related to electron-neutrino scatz

tering, invariance under Abelian and supersymmetry transformations, and chiral

and gauge symmetries in relation to the state of high nuclear density.  Under

the latter category are production mechanisms of 9(3105) and its decay, duality

violation realted to meson produciton and decay, Reggeon field theory, parton-

gluon fragmentation model, and multiple production of hadrons through isoscalar

clusters.

Some of the members from our theoretical group spent time during the summer

at Aspen Center for Physics, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, International

Centre for Theoretical Physics (Trieste), Johns Hopkins University, Stainford

Linear Accelerator Center, University of Lund (Sweden) and the Second Inter-

national Work Shop on Weak Interactions at Strobl, Austria.

-'-°Griftfua€6'-stlident Palmer Edwa-rit -POWell has ·completed all  requirements·of  ·

Mastep  of-Science. for the  Ohio .State Univ,ersity. He investigated the Choo-Yang        .. . .   .:, 1,

optical model in relation to ISR pp elastic scattering.

-··-·. ·Palmep,·Pins.ky„ Tanaka   and.  Wada- -are   on 50.% release   time. The faculty   aod.   ,     .„-_

studenti,-benefited from the weekly seminar speakers on elementary particle            -

physics.

Conferences attended by members of the group were Summer Institute on

Particle Physics, July 29 - Aug. 10, 1974 at SLAC, Thirteenth Annual Eastern

Conference on Theoretical Physics March 14, 15, 1975, at University of Pennsylvania,

Topical Confences at ANL and FNAL during 1974-1975, and Topical Meeting on High

Energy Collisions involving nuclei, Sept. 9-13, 1974 at International Centre for

Theoreti cal Physics. Tanaka lectured on "Introduction  to  Stri ng Model", "Higgs

Type Lagrangian and Dual Strings" and "Quark Confinement MeEhanisms" at the Work-

b
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shop at Strobl, Austria.  Scott presented a paperlSept. 15-25, 1974 on

"Multiparticle Production Through Isoscalar Clusters"  at the Ameri can Physical

Society Meeting at Kent State University May 9, 10, 1975.

The plans to host the "Third International Workshop on Weak Interactions

with Very High Energy Beams at Ohio State University during Sept. 3-13, 19
75

are progressing on schedule.  The Advisory Committee and Lecturers are B.W. Lee,

R.E. Marshak, Y. Nambu, J. Nilsson, H. Pietschmann and S.B. Treiman.  Additional

Lecturers include S.L. Adler, R.F. Dashen, M. Derrick, H. Faissner, W. Lee,

G. Marx, A. Pais, R.G. Sachs, C. Rubbia and L. Wolfenstein.  Discussion Lead
ers

are R.A. Brandt, C. CronstrBm, M. K. Gaillard, C. Jarlskog, R. KBgerler, G. Kramer,

B. Lautrup, E.A. Paschos, J.R. Primack, B.E. Y. Svensson and A. Zee..t

The status of publications is as follows:

1-1 G.J. Aubrecht,II, K. Tanaka - "Neutrino Charge Radius in a Model of Weak

and Electromagnetic Interaction" - Phys.  Rev.  D10,  3522  (1974) .

1-2     J. Katz and S. Tatur --"Scale and Chiral Symmetry Breaking in a Threshold

Dominant  Framework"  -  Phys.  Rev....09,-2391,(1974).   . . «.     .:-h-:   ... J.:

1-3 .    W.F. Palmer and V. Rabl - "Canonical Transforms between Current
 and Con-

stituent' Quarks" - Phys. Rev. D]O,-,2554· ·41974)..      :    :,,   ::.,-,·- c.,- -, :, .„.+'.-".

1-4 S. Pinsky and D.R. Snider and G.H. Thonias - "Inclusion of Resonances in

the Multiperipheral Model" - Phys. Rev. D10, 261 (1974.

1-5     S. Pinsky and G.H. Thomas - "Equivalent Exclusive and Inclusive Multi-

peripheral Descriptions" - Phys. Rev. D10, 2237 (1974).

1-6 S. Pinsky and V. Rabl - "Is the Pomeron a Goldstone Boson?" - Phys. Rev.

D10, 4177 (1974).

1-7       S.S. Pinsky and G.H. Thomas - "Can Mueller-Regge .Models Describe Inclusion

Data Consistently?" - Phys. Rev. 02, 1350 (1974).

- ---     -------
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Status of Manuscripts:
.

11-1 J.F. Bolzan and W.F. Palmer, "Recovery from Spontaneous Breakdown of

Chiral and Gauge Symmetry in Dense Domains of Hadronic Matter", Phys.

Rev. D, in press.

11-2 M. Arik and K. Tanaka - "Higgs Type Lagrangian and Dual Strings" -

Phys. Rev. D in press.

11-3 K. Geer, G.B. Mainland, W.F. Palmer, and S.S. Pinsky - "Electromagnetic

Production and Decay of 5(3105) - Phys. Rev. D, in press.

11-4 W.F. Palmer and W.W. Wada - Deep Inelastic Data as a Test of Hadron

Symmetries" - submitted for publication.

11-5 S.S. Pinsky - "Four Reggeon Coupling in Two Particle Inclusive Data" -

submitted for publication.

11-6 G.B. Mainland and K. Tanaka - "Spontaneously Broken Abelian Gauge

Invariant Supersymmetric Model" - submitted for publication.

-          -      '    1'127.0 0 ,, t..    .K.A. ·Geer 'and S.S. Pinsky '- "Domain Structure of a,Reggeon F,ie,id·Theory-:·-4, :,- .      2 1

with Three Couplings" - submitted, for publication.

'llr8-' ° :-"WLTS 'Armb'rust and D.M.'Scott'-'"Multiparticle production through Isoscalara

Clusters" - to be submitted for. publication,

1119+-  -  W. A.  Bardeen,  J.W. Da#h,-S.S. Pinsky and V.  Rabl - "Infrared- Behavior ...„.

of the Reggeon Field Theory for the Pomeron" - submitted for publication.

11-10 J.F. Bolzan, K.A. Geer, W.F. Palmer, and S.S. Pinsky - "Duality Viola-

tions and the Production and Decay of New and Old Mesons" - submitted

for publication.

11-11 G.B. Mainland and K. Tanaka - "Fermion Number in Supersymmetric Models" -

submitted for publication.

11-12 G.B. Mainland - "Quantization of Fields Obeying Non-Linear Constraints:

The Minimally Interacting Spin - 3/2 Field" - submitted for publication.
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11-13 G.B. Mainland and K. Tanaka - "Eermion Number Conservation in

Supersymmetric Lagrangians - prepared for "Fifth International Con-

ference in Neutrino Science" Balaton, Hungary 12-21 Jun 1975.

The following is the list of abstracts to the aforementioned manuscripts

(only those that have not been previously reported will appear in the following).

1-1 It is speculated that chiral symmetry and unified gauge symmetry of

weak and electromagnetic interactions become exact and manifest in

regions of high nuclear density.

11-3 The electromagnetic production and decay of the 9(3105) meson is shown

to be consistent with the vector meson dominance model and the assign-

ment of J to an SU(4) JP = 1- multiplet.

11-4  ' It.is proposed that the deep ihelastic electron and heutrino scattaring

data near x=0 provide a way of distinguishing between SU(3) and SU(4)

as the fundamental underlying hadron symmetry.

···" ..'·:, 1125, 1, < Moti vated-by theoretical ·studies. of: Reggeon field theories .with··d·i.re·eten,1  ·r 'i:,-131.kIi.f

-    four Reggeon couplings, we consider the phenomenological implications    .  -_. .-

c -0,·r.n,ry.,of.such a coupling. In particular, we,calculate the-contribution 'to·- -1' -·,'.lrp Tne

.      two particle inclusive reactions of a direct four Reggeon coupling;

.....4» ' ' ' ...'.. , .'h
and  show  that:   (a)   they  are  accesible  at  presently available-energy, -..„-r.-0..+ !- .9.

(b) they give rise to dramatic effects, (c) the data seem to show

evidence of these effects, and (d) the coupling appears large.

11-6 We present a model that is invariant under an Abelian gauge transforma-

tion and a modified supersymmetry transformation.  This model is broken

spontaneously and the interplay between symmetry breaking, Goldstone

particles and mass breaking is studied.  In the present model, spontan-

eously breaking the Abelian symmetry of the vacuum restores the invariance
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of the vacuum under a modified supersymmetry transformation.

11-7 In this paper we will consider a model with three couplings; one three-

Reggeon coupling, and two four-Reggeon couplings, and study the detailed

structure of the evolution of these couplings from their bare values to

their effective infrared values.  We find one new infrared fixed point,

and discuss in some detail the relation between the pure 03 theory and

the pure 04 theory. Finally, we attempt to analyze the implication of

bare coupling at present energies.

11-8 The isoscalar cluster model for multiparticle production has been-extend-

ed to include clusters of A2 meson pairs in addition to previously stud-

ied p-p and a clusters. The production of each type of cluster is given

by an energy dependent Poisson distribution.  The Poisson parameters

determi ned  from the charged particle multiplicity distributions indicate

that the inclusion of A -A clusters does not improve the fit to the2   2
-....    ....          -.da:ta- The predictions of the.mode,1    for.  n , n .if2.and   f          comp-are

- ·   ·:.favorably  to the experimental, values: ..-.:'./. ... :;.-U:

-11-9.     ··· The'infrared structure of Reggeon field theory is investigated  us.ing

r·,     *·ixisa  pol:nr wnerenormal·i'zation group methods.- ·'The· i'nrfrared-· fi,xed  po:itnt':where: ,onliypithei,!  r:,xea: po

3...- ......-. ---0 -interaction is non-trivial is shown to be stable with respect to. al.1

higher order interactions within the context of perturbation theory

both at D=2 and in the 6-expansion.  This may imply that the

-asymptotic behavior of the total cross section is model independent.

11-10 It is shown that the 0-meson, the JP = 1- daughter of the Pomeron con-

sidered by Freund and Nambu, is quite succesiful in predicting a

number of rates for duality violating processes via pole dominance.  In

particular, the production of jr(3105) at BNL, and the production of the

0 at ANL are.in good agreement with the model. The branching ratio of

5(3105) to pp observed at DESY is estimated, and a number of other
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(

1                  interesting processes are calculated using other mesons on the lower.

trajectory of the 0(1-).

11-11    The two known methods for introducing a conserved fermion number into

supersymmetric models are discussed.  While the introduction of a con-

served fermion number often requires that the Lagrangian be massless

or that bosons carry fermion number, we discuss a model in which masses

can be introduced via spontaneous symmetry breaking and fermion number

is conserved at all stages without assigning fermion number to bosons.

11-12 A system consisting of an electromagnetic field interacting minimally

with a massive Rarita-Schwinger spin 3/2 field is quantized to all

orders in the coupling constant.  The generators of the, Poincar& group

are identified and the field (anti) commutators are used to explicitly

verify that the independent fields transform in accordance with the

action principle.  Because we have quantized the electromagnetic field

ih 'the--(-hon-manifestly  cavariant)  Coulomb ga·uge--thi·s strongly. suggests-9  --*··* - ....4--

.but..does not prove covariance.  The spin-3/2 field anticommutator is .-

-'hot positive definite  and  is  in fact identical  to the expression        :        ··  '

...--obtained when the electromagnetic- field .is.taken to be external..   .Wh.ile

--the hon-linear constraints which appear are relatively simple in com-

parison with many systems obeying such constraints, the constraint

structure is sufficiently rich to illustrate· some of the basic techniques

required to quantize the fields and construct the Poincar& generators.

11-13    The two known methods for introducing a conserved fermion number into

supersymmetric models are discussed.  Gauge models are presented in

which masses can be introduced via spontaneous symmetry breaking while

maintaining a conserved fermion number without assigning fermion number

to bosons.


